MEXICO CARTAGE
In regard to your request to use our trailers for carriage into and out of Mexico, an
agreement must be created or amended to address the following concerns:
As Stage Call and its trailer vendors are unable to provide maintenance or repairs within
the Republic of Mexico, Customer must agree that it will be responsible for all break
down maintenance, regardless of cause or origin of failure, while in Mexico, including
tire repair and any repairs necessary to allow the trailers to return to the Unites States.
Should any trailers for any reason remain in Mexico for a period in excess of the
contracted agreement, Stage Call reserves the right to levy additional charges.
Stage Call provides liability and physical damage insurance coverage within the United
States. Customer must provide similar policies covering these items within Mexico with
insurance carriers authorized to do business and issue such policies in Mexico, and
acceptable to Stage Call and its suppliers. Customer will obtain certificates of insurance
from such Mexican insurance policies naming Stage Call and its suppliers as the insured
or additional insured as appropriate. These policies and the certificates must be
provided prior to carriage into and out of Mexico.
Customer must agree to return any and all cargo control equipment, including straps,
cargo bars, ramps, and spare tires, provided with the trailers or be responsible for the
loss.
As Stage Call has no contractual relationship with any transportation entities involved in
this project, once the vehicles are in Mexico, it is the responsibility of Customer to
assure proper delivery and pick up times. At the time the trailers are delivered to
Customer designated border agent and until they are returned by same to Stage Call's
control, Stage Call is not responsible for late or non delivery of goods.
Should Customer elect to ship the contents of the trailers from Mexico directly to the
next venue and return the trailers empty to the United States, Customer must assure
that no other commodity is placed in the trailers and that all the necessary documents
are provided to allow a safe border crossing.
All the above is an agreement between Stage Call and Customer, and the issues raised
must be resolved prior to our vehicles entering the Republic of Mexico. This is no small
task, and should therefore be given high priority.

